The Hoekboog (Double Triangle): a reconstruction
Nicolàs de Hilster

Introduction
In a previous article I described the demicross, an instrument based on John Davis’
45 degree backstaff and using a method
of shadow casting described by Thomas
Hariot at the end of the 16th century (see
Fig. 1 and 2).1 Both instruments belonged
to a new group of navigational instruments
called ‘backstaffs’ (or ‘back-staves’) and allowed the observer to take the sun’s altitude by casting the shadow of an attached
shadow vane onto a horizon vane that
aligned with the horizon by means of a
sight vane. Observations were taken with
the observer’s back towards the sun, hence
the name ‘backstaff’.

Fig. 1 The demi-cross

Historical Development
Davis’ first instrument was only capable of
measuring altitudes up to 45 degrees and
was therefore referred to as the 45-degree

backstaff. It consisted of a graduated staff
along which an arced transom slid. This instrument was initially improved by Davis
himself and later by the Dutch.2 Davis improved the instrument by adding a fixed
graduated arced transom between the horizon vane and the sliding transom, which
now was made straight. It would become
known as the 90-degree backstaff as it was
capable of measuring altitudes up to 90 degrees (see Fig. 3). Davis described his instruments for the first time in his 1595 edition
Seamans Secrets.3
It was probably Davis himself who introduced his instruments to the Dutch.4 They
maintained Davis’ original 45-degree backstaff layout – using one sliding transom
– while making it capable of measuring
altitudes up to 90 degrees as well.5 This instrument would eventually become known
as the afore mentioned demi-cross and was
first described by Willem Jansz. Blaeu in
his ‘t Derde Deel van ‘t Licht der Zeevaert
(The Third Part of The Fyrie Sea-Columne),
printed in Amsterdam in 1621.6 The demicross was not the only offspring originating
from Davis’ designs. In the decades following Davis’ inventions a wide variety of backsight instruments evolved among which the
plow (or plough), the spiegelboog (‘mirrorstaff’)7, the Davis quadrant and the hoekboog (lit: angle-staff, but period authors
translated it as ‘double triangle’).8 The latter was presented two years after the demicross, again by Blaeu, this time in his 1623

pilot book De Zee-Spiegel (The ‘Sea-Mirror’,
see Fig. 4).9

The Hoekboog
The hoekboog is a Davis’ 90-degree backstaff with – instead of one fixed graduated
arced transom and one sliding straight transom – two straight transoms both of which
were fixed and graduated. They were
mounted in a way that they represented
chords (I will use that term from here on)
of two differently sized circles with their
mutual centre at the horizon vane (see Fig.
4, the horizon vane is the one near A). Both
chords were braced by struts (AB and AE)
running from just behind the horizon vane
towards the ends of the chords. The two
triangles formed in this way spanned 60
(ABC) and 30 (ADE) degrees.The chord BC
is hence referred to as the ‘60-degree chord’
and the one DE as the ‘30-degree chord’.
An early form of the instrument can be
found as a diagram depicted by George
Waymouth in his manuscript ‘The Jewell of
Artes’ (see Fig. 5, the left side is slightly deformed in the scanning process).10 Whereas
the hoekboog had chords this instrument
had two perpendicularly mounted scales.11
Below the depiction it reads “The Demonstration of a most exact crosse staffe to
observe the altitude of the Sunne backe
warde”. The arcs in the drawing are to
show that the scales were divided by a construction method in which the divided arcs
were projected upon the straight scales.

Fig. 2 John Davis’ 45 degree backstaff.

Fig. 3 John Davis’ 90 degree backstaff.
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Fig. 4 The hoekboog according to Blaeu.
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Fig. 6 De Graaf’s depiction of the hoekboog.

Fig. 5 Waymouth’s back-sight instrument.
Three apertures can be seen as well; two
on the scales (the sight vane and shadow
vane) and one at the centre of the arcs (the
horizon vane).The scale at the left spans 60
degrees, while the other spans 30 degrees,
similar to the set-up of the hoekboog.
The advantage of the construction of the
hoekboog above Waymouth’s instrument
was that the scales were now more uniformly divided and therefore more accurate
along the full range of both scales.
As said the earliest depiction of the hoekboog can be found in a Dutch pilot book
by Willem Jansz. Blaeu, printed in 1623 (see
Fig. 4). It contains one depiction of the instrument, with textual reference on how
it was constructed and how it had to be
used.12 Blaeu’s text was copied and translated over and over in Dutch pilot books
up to at least 1668. Up to 1648 it was only
Blaeu who depicted the instrument in his
pilot books. After these 25 years the same
image and description can be found in other pilot books by Jacob Colom and Francesco Maria Levanto (see Table 1).
The only other reference to the instrument
– albeit without an image – in these first 25
years comes from Cornelis Jansz. Lastman.
In 1634 he published his Lastmans Beschrijvinghe Van De Kunst der Stuer-Luyden13
(Lastman’s ‘Description of the Art of Helmsmen’) and not only contained a section on
how the hoekboog had to be used, it also
described the scales in further detail.14 In
addition to that he wrote that the princi-

pally instruments used at sea were the
mariner’s astrolabe, the cross-staff and the
hoekboog.15 Although Lastman regularly
updated his work, the section containing
the description of the hoekboog remained
the same in all editions between 1634 up
to at least 1714.
An independent depiction of the instrument can be found in De Graaf’s De Kleene
Schatkamer: Het II Boek van de Wiskonstige Oeffening (‘The Small Treasury: The
Second Book of Mathematical Exercise’),
printed in 1688.16 It shows the instrument
in a slightly different configuration (see
Fig. 6); the two struts have been moved
away from the horizon vane (A) towards
the observer’s end of the main beam (B).
They now divide the section of the main
beam between the horizon vane and the
60-degree chord (D) in three equal parts.
The work was re-issued in 1697 and 1703.
In contrast to the 1688 edition the 1697
edition showed the instrument on the title
page, which indicates that the instrument
still played a significant role in Dutch navigation by the end of the 17th century. On
31 October that year De Graaf became examiner of the mates for the second West Indian Company (WIC) while he advertised
himself on the 1679 title page as a bookseller and cross-staff maker.17 De Graaf not
only gave a description on how the instrument should be constructed but also how
it had to be divided.
The only other Dutch work (not being a
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pilot book) to mention the hoekboog is
Stuermans Schoole (‘Helms-man school’),
a manual by Simon Pietersz., printed in
Amsterdam in 1659.18 He, however, did not
describe the instrument but listed it among
others.
With exception of a pilot book by Francesco Maria Levanto, which was a direct
translation of Dutch period pilot books19,
no works of non-Dutch authors have been
found describing the instrument.
In Dutch Blaeu referred to the instrument
as an “...omgekeerden Graedboogh ofte
dubbelden dryhoeck...” (...reversed crossstaff or double triangle...)20, while in English he named it “...a backe-Staffe or double
triangle...”.21 Cornelis Jansz. Lastman was
the first to call the instrument a hoekboog
in 163422, a name later also used by the
Dutch for the English Davis quadrant when
it started to be used by them in the second half of the 17th century.23 A few pages
further on in his book Lastman wrote that
the instrument was in fact a double triangle.24 In Jacob Colom’s 1648 Upright Fyrie
Columne the instrument was called a “...
turning.[sic] Degree-bow [reversed crossstaff] or double Three-corner...”, a quite
literal translation of Blaeu’s Dutch description given above.25 Colom also mentioned
the instrument in his 1661 Dutch version
of that work in the same way Blaeu did,
only slightly differing in spelling; an “...omgekeerden Graedt-boogh ofte dubbelden
driehoek...” (...reversed cross-staff or dou21

ble triangle...).26 Simon Pietersz. mentioned
the instrument, in plural, as “...dubbelde Triangelen...” (double triangles).27 Following
Lastman, De Graaf referred to it as hoekboog.28
In modern literature the hoekboog has
been described by Cotter, Davids, Mörzer
Bruyns and Waters, although – with exception of Davids – very briefly.29

Use and Diffusion
The instrument has been shown and/or described in at least 20 works from a variety of
authors spanning at least 91 years. Descriptions have been found in Dutch (14), English (5) and Italian (1) works from Dutch
(19) and Italian (1) authors. Table 1 gives
an overview of all period works – containing reference to the instrument – that were
used as reference for this article30:

that the Dutch pilot books all contain an
almost exact (translated) copy of the text
and that Levanto’s work was a copy, translated into Italian, of one of these.31 The
descriptions given by Lastman differ from
the pilot books, but in between the works
– with exception of a few spelling changes
– they are exact copies.The same applies to
the works of De Graaf; here again the text
differs from what was published before by
others, while in between the works they
are exact copies. As said Simon Pietersz.
mentioned the instrument briefly, without
any further details.
Most works are of Dutch origin, which is an
indication for its diffusion, at least within
the Netherlands. Judging from period literature from non-Dutch authors the diffusion
outside the Netherlands was almost non
existent. Levanto was the only non-Dutch

the 17th century, which had all to do with
the lack of understanding of the Dutch language.32
That the instrument was used on board of
Dutch vessels is evident as fragments of
the instrument were found on board of the
wrecks of two 17th century Dutch vessels.
Surviving Fragments
During the night of 18 to 19 December 1660
a storm wreaked havoc on the roadstead of
Texel, the Netherlands, sinking more than
one hundred vessels.33 It is believed that
during this storm a vessel, now known by
its inventory number BZN-8, foundered
as well.34 The BZN-8 is one of the wrecks
that are part of a 1500 x 2000m area where
several wrecks emerge from the bottom by
natural erosion and of which the degradation process is monitored by the Dutch In-

Table 1: Period works with reference to the hoekboog.
Author

Title

Year

Lang. *)

Code**)

Willem Jansz. Blaeu

Zee-spiegel

1623

NL/NL

IT

Willem Jansz. Blaeu

The Sea Mirrour

1625

NL/EN

IT

Cornelis Jansz. Lastman

Kunst der Stuer-Luyden

1634

NL/NL

T

Willem Jansz. Blaeu

The Sea Mirrour

1635

NL/EN

IT

Cornelis Jansz. Lastman

Kunst der Stuer-Luyden

1642

NL/NL

T

Willem Jansz. Blaeu

The Sea-beacon

1643

NL/EN

IT

Jacob Colom

Upright Fyrie Columne

1648

NL/EN

IT

Cornelis Jansz. Lastman

Kunst der Stuer-Luyden

1648

NL/NL

T

Willem Jansz. Blaeu

Zee-spiegel

1652

NL/NL

IT

Simon Pietersz.

Stuermans Schoole

1659

NL/NL

T

Jacob Colom

De Groote Lichtende ofte Vyerige Colum

1661

NL/NL

IT

Cornelis Jansz. Lastman

Kunst der Stuer-Luyden

1661

NL/NL

T

Jacob Colom

Atlas of Werelts-Water-Deel

1663

NL/NL

I

Francesco Maria Levanto

Prima Parte dello Speccio Del Mare

1664

IT/IT

IT

Jacob Colom

True and perfect Fyrie Colum

1668

NL/EN

IT

Cornelis Jansz. Lastman

Kunst der Stuer-Luyden

1675

NL/NL

T

Abraham de Graaf

De Kleene Schatkamer: Het II Boek van de Wiskonstige Oeffening.

1688

NL/NL

IT

Abraham de Graaf

De Kleene Schatkamer: Het II Boek van de Wiskonstige Oeffening.

1697

NL/NL

IT

Abraham de Graaf

De Kleene Schatkamer, Het I Boek van de Konst der Stierlieden..

1703

NL/NL

IT

Cornelis Jansz. Lastman

Konst der Stuurluiden

1714

NL/NL

T

*) The
**) The

language shows the author’s nationality and the language of the book, so NL/EN means a Dutch author, English text.
code is an indication of what can be found in the corresponding work: I = Image,T = Text.

As can be seen in the last column, more than
half the works depicted the hoekboog (12)
and even more gave a textual description
(19).All Dutch pilot books (these are works
prior to 1675, written by Dutch authors and
containing an image) have the same image
(or an almost exact copy), based on the one
by Blaeu. The same applies to the image
found in Levanto’s work. It has to be noted

22

author that mentioned the instrument, but
the part he wrote was an almost exact translation of the original Dutch text.Apparently
the instrument was mainly in use with (or
at least described by) the Dutch. With respect to the diffusion of Dutch knowledge
Davids tells us that although there was a
prolific Dutch influence on nautical knowledge throughout north-eastern Europe in
the 18th century, it was far less the case in

stitute for Ship’s and Underwater Archaeology (NISA).35 In 2002 the BZN-8 wreck was
exposed even more than the years before
and it was decided to excavate two trenches on the wreck.36 The most striking object
found was a bronze bell dated 1658.37 A
less remarkable find was small ebony ruler
(see Figs 7 and 8), which I identified as a
possible part of the frame of a hoekboog.
From here on I will refer to this fragment as
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Fig. 7 The Dutch Fragment.

Fig. 8 The Dutch fragment showing scratch marks and a wooden peg.

the ‘Dutch Fragment’.38

millimetres (half an inch) in cross-section.
It is divided on one side in whole inches44
(no subdivisions) and had obviously been
part of a larger object as remains of two
mortice and tenon joints are still visible.
The ends have a smooth finish indicating
that they were sawn off, not broken. A closer inspection of the fragment learned that
on the opposite side of the inch divisions
scratch marks are visible (see Fig. 8), showing how the mortice and tenon joints were
laid out. The angles at which they were
intended could thus easily be determined
and seem to fit the frame construction of
a hoekboog quite well.45 This however
would not be enough proof to state that
the Dutch fragment indeed once belonged
to a hoekboog. Not only was there another
period instrument with a similar frame construction, the Davis quadrant, it also had to
be proven that the fragment would indeed
fit the actual frame of a hoekboog.

Four years later, on 14 December 1664, two
vessels of the Dutch East India Company
(VOC), the Rijnland and the Kennemerland, left that same roadstead of Texel for
Batavia.39 As relations with Britain were not
as settled as they are now, they decided to
take the longer ‘achterom’ (‘north about’)
route, which would take them along the
north side of Scotland, and avoiding The
Channel. At the 20 December a severe gale
was blowing from the south turning the
night pitch black. Being unable to navigate
by the stars four men were put on guard in
the mast.Then, without any warning, breakers appeared right in front of the vessel’s
bow. Before the lookout could warn the
rest of the crew the vessel was thrown onto
the cliffs on the south end of Stoura Stack, a
small pinnacle at the entrance to Out Skerries harbour (Shetland).The foremast broke
and fell ashore, enabling three of the four in
it to escape to safety.The vessel itself broke
into two parts; the forepart sank on the
spot, while the stern was swayed into the
harbour and cast up on the Island of Bruray.
Apart from the three men in the mast none
of the crew survived.
More than 300 years later, in 1971, the Aston University’s Sub Aqua Club decided
to search the Kennemerland.40 Soon the
wreck was located and a wide variety of
artefacts emerged from the waters around
Stoura Stack identifying the vessel and
confirming its story.41 In subsequent years
more expeditions to the wreck
site were made resulting in
ever more artefacts. In 1974 a
piece of ebony was recovered
from the wreck site and later
identified by Richard Price and
Keith Muckelroy as a scale of a
hoekboog (see Figs 10, 11 and
12).42 From here on I will refer to it as the ‘Shetland Fragment’.43

Although the angles at which the struts
meet the main beam of both the hoekboog
(MB, see Fig. 9, A) and Davis quadrant (Fig.
9, B) are quite similar, there is a difference
in spacing between them. From period images and surviving instruments it is clear
that with a Davis quadrant the strut for the
30-degree arc (S1 in the figures) is inserted
into the main beam (MB) halfway the strut
(S2) of the 60-degree arc and the 60-degree arc itself. From early period images
of the hoekboog it became clear that the
strut (S1) of the 30-degree chord enters the
main beam (MB) much closer to the strut

The Dutch Fragment
The Dutch fragment measures
208 millimetres in length (just Fig. 9 The frames of the hoekboog and Davis quadrant
over eight inches) and 12 to 13 compared.
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(S2) of the 60-degree chord. As a result of
this the Dutch fragment (Fig. 9, DF) only
shows the joints of the two struts (S1 & S2)
and not of a possible 60-degree arc. In addition to that the main beam and struts of
a Davis quadrant are - with approximately
18 millimetres - significantly wider than
the 12-13 millimetres of this fragment. The
mortice and tenon joints of the Dutch fragment show that the widths of the struts for
the two chords were the same as the main
beam itself.
The Shetland Fragment
Although the Dutch fragment shows us the
width of the main and struts and the angles
at which the latter were inserted it does not
tell us the overall size of the instrument and
neither can that be found in period literature. If indeed part of a hoekboog the Shetland fragment might solve this problem.
The Shetland fragment is a straight piece of
ebony, 9 mm thick, 16 mm wide and almost
350 mm long. On its widest side the piece
is engraved with a scale and numbers are
stamped in every 5 units from 5 to 25 (the
zero mark is not numbered and the scale
continues up to 28). Price and Muckelroy
wrote about the fragment that “...it has
been tentatively identified as the sightvane transom of an early and unrefined
form of a backstaff or Davis quadrant...”
and that “...the principal cause for reservations lies in the less than totally satisfactory accuracy of the graduations, and in
the fact that there is no attempt at indicating intervals of less than half
a degree.”46 It then is compared
to the Davis quadrant of which
is written that these were graduated down to 2 arc minutes, being
the advantage of these backstaffs.
If it were a part of a hoekboog
the numbers would represent degrees from which the overall size
of the instrument could easily be
calculated. That the scale is not
contradicting period instruments
became clear from period Dutch
literature in which is written that
this type of graduation is typical for
Dutch period backstaffs like the
23

Fig. 10 Detail of the Kennemerland hoekboog scale showing the divisions from
3 degrees (left) to 5 degrees (right) and
their subdivisions.
demi-cross and the hoekboog.47 Not only
were the intervals typical, the fragment also
shows a finer graduation than half a degree
as these were further graduated into 15 arc
minutes by dots (see Fig. 10).
In order to prove that the scale indeed
once belonged to a hoekboog I decided to
measure the intervals of the scale divisions
and to compare those with their theoretical values.The measuring method used was
photogrammetry, a method using pictures
to measure 3D objects that I regularly use
professionally. The major advantage of this
method is that no physical contact with the
object is needed, other than placing it in
front of the camera. The measurement was
done twice, with two different cameras.48
The second measurement also included a
metric reference scale to make sure any error in the photogrammetric process would
be detected (see Fig. 11). One of the products generated from the process is an ortho
photo – a photo of the object as if it were
scanned on a flat-bed scanner, see Fig. 12

Fig. 13 Results of the photogrammetric session.
– at any desired resolution, in this case 10
pixels per millimetre. This allows to measure all scale intervals of both the Shetland
fragment and the linear reference scale
with sufficient accuracy (the width of the
engraved lines is approximately half a millimetre or five pixels).

Every half and whole degree mark of the
Shetland scale (roughly 6 mm apart, see Fig.
13) was measured as well as every cm mark
of the linear reference scale.49 As can be
seen in the graph the reference scale shows
up nicely undulating around 10 mm with
no more than 0.1 mm error (the resolution
of the ortho photo), proving that the measurement was successful.The Shetland scale
clearly shows larger deviations and in order
to be able to evaluate them a second order polynomial was fitted through. Assuming the Shetland scale indeed
was the 30-degree chord of
a hoekboog the radius of the
circle belonging to that chord
was calculated from the total
length of the scale and the
indicated degree span. From
this radius a theoretical curve
for the scale intervals was
calculated and compared to
the polynomial. Even though
Fig. 11 The scale being measured (the black dots or used both curves are drawn with
as reference points in the process).

very different line types they can hardly
be distinguished. This striking similarity is
strong evidence that the Shetland fragment
indeed once belonged to a hoekboog. The
measurements also gave an indication of
the quality of the scale as the errors show
a standard deviation of 1.5 arc minutes (1,
68%), 10 percent of the smallest interval. A
similar measurement performed on an original 1702 Van Keulen cross-staff showed an
average standard deviation of 2.5 arc minutes (1, 68%) for similar intervals.50

Dimensions
The dimensions of the instrument were not
given in any of the period works. Based on
above measurements it seems that the instrument was based on either the Wynroeyers voet (289 millimetres, divided in 12
inches of 24.1mm) or the Rijnlandse voet
(314mm, divided in 12 inches of 26.2mm).
The radius of the 30-degree chord was
calculated from the photogrammetry data
being 626.1mm which indicates that either the Wynroeyers voet (26 inches or
626.2mm) or the Rijnlandse voet (2 feet or
628.0mm) had been used to construct the
instrument.
The actual dimensions of the fragments and
the remains of the mortice and tenon joints
on them were also compared with above

Fig. 12 The ortho photo of the Shetland fragment (top) and the reference scale.
24
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measures. From the joints the widths of the
struts could be determined and were found
to be half an inch (13.1mm in Rijnlandse
inches, 12.0mm in Wynroeyers inches) for
both fragments.
The Shetland fragment is between 16.0
and 16.8 mm wide (on average from eight
measurements 16.5 mm) and between 8.0
and 8.2 mm thick (on average 8.1mm). In
inches this would have been two thirds and
one third of an inch, which in Rijnlandse
inches would have been 17.4 by 8.7 mm,
while in Wynroeyers inches this would
have been 16.1 by 8.0 mm, making the latter more likely. The Dutch fragment measures 12 by 13 mm on average, which would
have been either 13.1 by 13.1 or 12.0 by
12.0 mm respectively, making neither of
them most likely.

Fig. 14 The tenon of the Shetland
fragment.
The width of the main beam of the instrument can be calculated from the Shetland
fragment as well. Alike the Davis quadrant
the datum line – a line connecting the same
degree division of both scales of the instrument – runs along the centre of the main
beam of the instrument.51 This means that
the width of this beam can be calculated
from the degree value where the chord
ends (this is where the mortice and tenon
joint is, see Fig. 14) and the degree value
of the datum line. As can be seen from Fig.
14 the tenon starts just beyond where the
29 degree mark would have been. From
the photogrammetry data it was calculated
that in order to have the 30 degree mark
centred on the main beam the latter must
have been approximately ¾ inch wide
(19.2 mm was the actual calculated value)
instead of the half inch (12-13 mm) found
on the Dutch fragment52, a difference further explained below under construction.
In above measures this would have been
19.6 and 18.1 mm respectively, making the
former more likely.
Altogether these comparisons are non-conclusive for either which of the two measures was used in its construction and being
used to the Wynroeyers foot through the
years I decided to use it again for my reconstruction and therefore converted the feet
and inches in this article accordingly.

Materials
The only direct reference for materials

Fig. 15 (above) Detail of Colom’s 1661 title page,
showing the instrument behind an armilliary
sphere.
Fig. 16 (right) Detail from Colom’s 1668 title page.
are the fragments found. The shape of the
vanes on the sketches indicate that they
were made of wood, not of brass.The thickness of the flat parts of the vanes is much
more than as shown in period literature for
instruments known to have brass vanes.
Also the way they are mounted on the instrument seems to indicate wood. The fragments show that all parts of the frame were
made of ebony. Assuming that the vanes
were indeed made of wood as well, most
probably either pear wood (fruit wood) or
boxwood would have been used for them
as those were commonly in use for the
transoms of period mariner’s cross-staffs.53
About the horizon vane it was written that
it had to be white on one side, an indication
for the use of paint, although paper, bone or
ivory was used for this purpose as well.54 It
was probably whitened for a better visual
contrast55, while two parallel lines were
drawn on it in between which the shadow
of the shadow vane had to fall.

Construction
In the Dutch pilot books the instrument is
shown on one sketch only, which is roughly the same for all editions found so far, including the one by Levanto (see Fig. 4).The
other depictions of the instrument found
so far are in the works by De Graaf (see Fig.
6) and on the title pages of two of the pilot books, both by Jacob Colom and dated
1661 (see Fig. 15) and 1668 (see Fig. 16).
Although both images are quite small they
do confirm that the instrument had chords
as scales, but the one from 1661 shows differently shaped vanes and a cross halving
joint between the 30-degree chord and its
strut.The 1661 title page does however not
show a complete instrument and being a
title page, the differently shaped vanes and
joint could also be a free interpretation by
the artist. Both title pages also show the
instrument reversed, but this is more commonly seen in period works.56 In the 1661
work the instrument is shown in the same
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manner as in all the other pilot books.
The Frame
The hoekboog had chords instead of the
perpendicular mounted scales shown in
Waymouth’s work. The chords were fastened to the main beam directly on one end
and by means of a strut on the other (see
Fig. 4). From both the Dutch and the Shetland fragment it is clear that the different
parts of the frame were connected using
mortice and tenon joints, some of which
were stopped (at a stopped mortice and
tenon joint the tenon is completely hidden
in the mortice). Both the period pilot book
images and the Dutch fragment (see Fig. 8)
show that some of the joints were secured
using round pegs, although these pegs are
shown on different locations in the images
than found on the Dutch fragment. The
Dutch fragment has the peg in the joint of
the main beam and the 60-degree chord’s
strut (see Fig. 8), while the drawings shows
them at the joints of the main beam with
the 30-degree chord joint, at the joint of the
main beam with the 60-degree chord and at
the joint of the 60-degree chord and its strut
(see Fig. 4).The Shetland fragment does not
show any remains of pegs at all, which is
consonant with the drawings. Apart from
the joint between the main beam and the
60-degree chord strut all joints found on the
fragments are stopped mortice and tenon
joints. About the Shetland fragment Price
and Muckelroy wrote that as “... the joints
at both ends are totally undamaged, and
that no other related material was found
near this piece, it seems probable that the
instrument was not assembled at the time
of wrecking...”.57 This could well be true,
although one needs to have the instrument
completely assembled in order to be able
to graduate it as we will see below.That the
joints were not fastened with pegs is not
fully surprising as the Dutch fragment also
shows that one of the joints did not have
a peg as well. It could well have been that
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Cornelis
Jansz.
Boombaar wrote a
manuscript covering a wide range of
navigational problems, which he was
taught at school.
The manuscript is
Fig. 17 The mortice and tenon joints of the Shetland fragment.
elaborately decorated with colour
drawings of all kind
the joints were glued as glue was commonof navigational toply used in period navigational instruments
ics, one of which being navigational instrulike the cross-staff, despite its inability to
ments. Next to the quadrant, cross-staff and
resist water.58 That no other related matespiegelboog (‘mirror-staff’) he also made
rial was found could have been the result
two drawings of a Davis quadrant (for the
of the instrument already been fallen (or
smallest of them see Fig. 18).59 The text
taken) apart prior to the wrecking and kept
below them was taken literally from Claas
on board for later repair.
Jansz. Vooght’s 1706 De Zeemans Wegh60, but at the end of it Boombaar
wyser
The joints of the Shetland fragment are
added
that the handle of the instrument
however not regular stopped mortice and
was
not
only to hold it but also to stiffen
tenon joints. Usually a carpenter would
61 The drawings too show the
the
frame.
centre the mortice and tenon joint. With
handle, this in contrast to the drawing in
two third of an inch (16 mm) the Shetland
Vooght’s work. As the hoekboog does not
fragment is significantly wider than the half
have such a handle its main beam might be
inch frame width found from the Dutch
sensitive to bending or warping, especially
fragment. The mortice and tenon joints of
when as thin as in the Dutch fragment. It
the Shetland fragment are off-centred (see
was for this very same reason that the staff
Fig. 17) in a way that it would connect to
of a demi-cross was made rectangular in
the frame with the rear of the instrument
cross-section.62 This sensitivity to warpnicely flush. The reason for these different
ing was probably acknowledged by period
widths probably has to do with the way the
instrument makers, as from the fragments
shadow and sight vane was clamped to the
it seems that the main beam of the instruscales as we will see below.
ment has been adapted over time. The
The Main Beam
Dutch fragment not only comes from an
Although the widths found for the main
older wreck than the Shetland fragment, it
beam seem to contradict each other there
also was already sawn off of an apparently
is a plausible explanation for this, which has
discarded (or damaged) instrument and
all to do with the way the instrument was
used as a ruler before it – together with
constructed. As can be seen in Fig. 9, the
the vessel – ended up on the seabed. It is
hoekboog and Davis quadrant are held in
therefore plausible that the Dutch fragment
different ways; the former by its main beam, was significantly older and that early hoekwhile the latter is held by a small cross strut
bogen were thus made with a ½ inch main
– or handle – inside the frame. Although
beam, while later versions were made with
from surviving Davis quadrants it becomes
the heavier ¾ inch main beam. When this
apparent that this handle is mounted at the
transition took place is not known but at
instrument’s centre of gravity, it also had a
least somewhere in or before 1664.
second function. Between 1727 and 1732
The Horizon Vane
The horizon vane was shaped as an inverted U, being narrower in the middle than at
both ends (see Fig. 19). As the datum line
of the instrument runs along the centreline
of the main beam, the origin of both scales
has to be on it as well. The bottom side of
the narrower part of the horizon vane has
to be in line with this origin and kept visually on the horizon in order to get a proper
observation.

Fig. 18 Boombaar’s Davis quadrant.
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Similar to the full horizon vane of the demicross the horizon vane had two parallel lines
drawn onto it.63 Whereas the demi-cross
had the area in between them whitened64,

Fig. 19 The horizon vane with the shadow
of the shadow vane.
the hoekboog horizon vane was completely
white as Blaeu wrote about “... the two Lines
upon the white Fane [sic] A...”.65 The parallel lines and the white surface served the
same purpose as in the demi-cross, and related to a measuring method first described
by Thomas Hariot in 1594.66 Because of the
sun’s diameter, the cast shadow will have
a penumbra by which the width of the
shadow will be disproportionate with the
distance of the shadow vane to the horizon
vane. When the distance between the parallel lines on the horizon vane is made as
wide as the shadow vane, the centre of the
shadow will be cast exactly between the
lines for a proper observation. The horizon
vane was made wider than the width of the
shadow vane so “...that the observer may
se [sic.] that the shadowe is in the middest...”.67 The area was probably whitened
to get a better contrast.68
The Shadow Vane
On the 60-degree chord “... the Fane G [was

Fig. 20 The shadow vane.

set] at a certaine number of degrees, as
the Sunne requireth...”.This vane produced
a shadow that had to “... fall upon the Fane
A [the horizon vane] betweene the two
Lines...”. How the vane was clamped to the
chord was not mentioned, but the Shetland fragment does provide us a possible
answer, which seemed to be confirmed by
the drawing. As we have seen above, the
Shetland fragment is wider than the Dutch
one, while the mortice and tenon joint is
off-centered in order to join the two parts
with the rear of the instrument flush. In
this way it was possible to have the vane
clamped around all four sides (or rather fitted completely around three sides and par-
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tially around the fourth) of the scale while
still being able to slide on and off the chord.
The drawing (see Fig. 20) seems to confirm
this (the vane seems to curl around the
scale at all sides). Although it could well be
a mistake by the artist, this feature is copied over to the other pilot books as well
and therefore was either copied in detail
or drawn as it was. Alternatively the vane
could have been clamped in a similar way
as the sliding vanes of the Davis quadrant,
which use a brass pressure plate to keep
them in place. The reconstruction showed
that the four-sided clamping method works
quite well and was easy to make.
The Sight Vane
The last part of the instrument to be described, is the sight vane (see Fig. 21) which
was moved ‘...so long up and downe, till
that the shadow of G [the shadow vane]
fall upon the Fane A betweene the two
Lines...’.69 If the latter was accomplished
the value found at sight vane was added to
the value of the shadow vane and together
they would result in the zenith distance of
the sun, or – when subtracted from 90 – its
altitude.

Fig. 21 The sight vane.
The sight vane may have been clamped
around all four sides of the scale without
using a brass pressure plate alike the shadow vane as described above. The clamping
must have been firm enough to keep the
vane in place, but smooth enough to allow
fine adjustment needed to measure small
changes of the sun’s altitude during its meridian passage.
The drawing shows the sight vane with
a horizontal type of peep sight to look
through. As it is drawn completely black
(this in contrast to the one of the demicross which clearly showed an opening70)
it seems to have been of a type also found
on a mariner’s bow in the Wrangel or Brahe
collection in Skokloster Slott in Skokloster,
Sweden.71 This type of peep sight was
made as a V-shaped groove into the vane (it
also shows a round peep sight left of it, but
that was not shown in the hoekboog dawings), with its widest part towards the observer and ending in an opening less than
a mm wide (see Fig. 22). In order to be able

(15 or 10 arc minutes).75 Apparently not
only the construction, but also the scales
evolved over time.

Fig. 22 The sight vane of the Skokloster
mariner’s bow.

to read the scale there must have been another opening in the sight vane – aligned
with the peep sight – as the Shetland fragment tells us that the scale was facing the
observer.

Scales
The scales were engraved on the chords “...
whereof the one A B C 60, and the other
A D E containeth 30 Degrees...” (see Fig.
4).72 The advantage of using chords over
the perpendicularly mounted scales shown
in Waymouth’s work was that the degrees
were more evenly spaced along the scales,
especially at the side that spanned 60 degrees. The Dutch pilot books only tell us
that the upper triangle contained 60, while
the lower contained 30 degrees. The interval at which the scales were divided was
not mentioned in the pilot books, but from
Fig. 4 it seems that the 60-degree scale had
larger intervals than the 30-degree scale.
Nor was it mentioned whether they were
marked for altitude or zenith distance (or
both); once the observation was taken “...
the number of degrees … betweene G C
and D F [see Fig. 4] being added together,
doe shewe the altitude..., or the numbers
between E F and G B together the distance
… from the Zenith.”.
The scales are, however, well covered in
the works by Lastman and De Graaf. Lastman’s manuals are written in a form where
answers are given to self-postulated questions. The question on how the hoekboog
was made was answered with that the upper triangle usually was divided per ten degrees and the lower usually in fourth parts
of a degree (15 arc minutes), while the
numbers on the upper triangle are counted
from top to bottom and those on the lower
triangle from bottom to top.73 Lastman thus
confirms the scales found on the Shetland
fragment and tells us that the instrument
was marked for zenith distance. The latter
was confirmed by De Graaf.74 In addition
to that De Graaf wrote that the 60 chord
was divided per 5 degrees, while the 30-degree chord was divided in degrees, each of
which were subdivided in four or six parts
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How the divisions were put on the scales
is mentioned in De Graaf’s work only, although. Waymouth showed (but not described) that this could be accomplished
by projecting a divided (part of a) circle
onto the scales, a method also used in
other period instruments. De Graaf was
the first to explain the method and did so
in detail. In order to be able to divide the
instrument it first had to be properly constructed as two isosceles triangles.Then the
perpendicular lines from the horizon vane
to the chords had to be constructed (each
of which should then divide the chord in
two equal parts).These perpendicular lines
then had to be divided in 1000 equal parts
and proportions to these parts that were
given, represented the distances from the
perpendicular to each scale division along
the chords.76 De Graaf wrote that in general instrument makers copied the scales
from another – properly divided – instrument, immediately followed by the warning
that this would only give good results when
both instruments were of exactly the same
size and shape.77

Signature, Marks and Decorations
As far as is known there are no complete
surviving hoekbogen, just the two fragments mentioned above and depictions of
it in period works. As described above the
30-degree chord scale was divided at quarter – and later sixth – degree intervals. The
Shetland fragment shows that the degree
marks were laid out in a double row, with
every 5 degrees stamped in with numbers
and the half-degree marks laid out in a single
row. The intermediate 15 arc minute marks
were indicated by a single dot between the
half-degree marks (see Figs 10 and 14). For
the 60-degree chord scale we may assume
it looked alike, but – as Lastman described
– without the sub-degree divisions. It may
therefore be assumed that the corresponding parallel lines where omitted from this
scale.
The Dutch fragment shows two parallel
lines running along the piece on one side
and the perpendicular inch-divisions on
the other. It is, however, almost certain that
the inch divisions were applied after the
part had been sawn off and the same might
apply to the parallel lines, although similar
lines are known from the Davis quadrant
(but then applied to all four sides). Neither
the fragments nor the period works show
how the instruments were signed and
whether or not they were decorated in any
other way.
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Using the Hoekboog

just over 78 mm (3¼ inch).

The sketch in the Dutch Waggoners shows
how the instrument was used (see Fig. 4)
and so does the accompanying text and
the text by Lastman.78 With the hoekboog
one had to look through the sight vane
towards the horizon vane, seeing the horizon through the latter while the shadow
vane would cast a shadow on it (see Fig.
28). This could be accomplished by sliding
the sight vane up and down the 30-degree
chord.The instrument was used in a similar
way as the Davis quadrant. The main difference was that with a Davis quadrant the
observer had to align the upper edge of the
shadow with a line along the centre of the
horizon vane, while with the hoekboog the
observer had to centre the whole shadow
between two lines of the shadow vane as
described by Hariot. The latter method
clearly had advantages over the former,
which was proven with the reconstruction,
as we will see below.

The 30-degree chord was divided and engraved according to what was found on
the Shetland fragment as described above,
while the 60-degree chord was divided as
mentioned in Lastman’s work (every ten
degrees) end engraved similar to the Shetland fragment, omitting the sub-degree intervals and corresponding parallel lines.

The Reconstruction

Fig. 24 The Shetland fragment based
reconstruction.

serve the colours.
As said I made two reconstructions; one
based on the Dutch fragment and one
based on the Shetland fragment (see Fig.
24). Apart from the main beam and serial
numbers the two reconstructions are identical and both bear the actual year of construction (2009).
For reasons described above I decided to
base the reconstruction on the same foot
measure that was used for the
spiegelboog and demi-cross,
the Wynroeyers foot.
Where possible the dimensions were derived from
the fragments, while the unknowns were estimated from
the drawings in the Dutch pilot books. The total length of
the main beam was made just
over 662 mm (27.5 inch) and
the radius of the 60-degree
chord just over 337 mm (14
inch).

Fig. 23 A modern drawing of the instrument made with The lengths of the horizon and
sight vanes were estimated to
CAD software.
be just over 90mm (3¾ inch).
The length of the shadow
vane was chosen in a way that,
Just as with previous instruments I rewhen the instrument was properly aligned
searched, I decided to build a reconstrucwith the sun, the end of its shadow would
tion of the hoekboog, as that would give me
coincide with the corner of the upper
a better feel of the instrument and allow me
straight edge of the horizon vane similar to
to take observations. I first made a technical
the method devised for the demi-cross (see
drawing of the instrument as the basis for a
Fig. 25). This resulted in a shadow vane of
real working object (see Fig. 23).As discrepancies were found between the artefacts I
decided to create two drawings (and two
reconstructions) to see if the wider main
beam really was a necessary improvement.
Materials used are ebony for the frame and
scales and pear wood for the vanes. In contrast to the Davis quadrant the sliding vanes
were made without brass pressure plates to
see if this would have worked. White paint
was applied to side of the horizon vane facing the observer. Just as with my previous
reconstructions, the wood was given a wax
Fig. 25 Alignment of the shadow (grey)
finish to prevent it from staining and to prewith a hoekboog.
28

Fig. 26 Dividing the 60-degree chord of the
reconstruction.

The construction of the scales was done
similar to the method known from other
period instruments and shown by Waymouth. Instruments like the cross-staff and
demi-cross could be divided by constructing the intervals on a specially prepared
board the size of the instrument.79 The
30-arc minute and whole degree divisions
on that board were laid out mathematically
and transferred to the instrument using a
set-square and a sharp pencil (see Fig. 26).
The engraving itself was done by hand using a set-square and a sharp knife, while the

Fig. 27 The finished 60-degree chord of the
reconstruction.
15-arc minute intervals were punched in
on sight using an awl. The numbers were
stamped in using modern handmade steel
stamps with 17th century digits (see Fig
27).
Finally the instrument was signed ‘N d H’
and dated on the upper end of the main
beam.The instrument number was stamped
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in at the observer’s end of the main beam.
All vanes were marked with the same instrument number as on the staff. The signature and date were decorated with stars
and sea horses (the latter being my instrument maker’s mark), while the instrument
numbers were decorated with sea horses
alone.

Field Tests
The first test after the two reconstructions were finally finished was to see if the
thicker main beam could have been an improvement. For this I added a mirror to the
horizon vane and a vernier to the rear of
the sight vane. While looking through the
peep sight I observed the vernier in relation to the horizon vane while keeping the
plane of the instrument alternately horizontal and vertical. The observed deflections
were corrected for the additional weight
of the mirror. From this exercise it became
apparent that with a 0.8 arc minute deflection the wider main beam was more than
twice as sturdy than the narrower one (1.9
arc minute deflection). Both would add to
the zenith distance and thus decrease the
observed altitudes.

Fig. 29 Results of the field test of October 13th, 2009.
the instruments were reset by sliding away
the vane or cross, forcing us to take a completely new observation instead of adjusting the previous one.
All collected data was corrected for refraction, dip and parallax, and compared to the
theoretical altitude of the sun (see Fig. 29).
During the test it became increasingly overcast with only a weak sun at the time of the
meridian passage and no sun at all between
13:40 and about 13:55. Despite that we
managed to take 23 observations with the
hoekboog, 21 with the demi-cross and 25
with the Davis quadrant. Respectively they
showed an average error of +3.7, -2.5 and
+0.9 arc minutes with a 3.9, 5.9 and 6.7 arc
minutes standard deviation (1, 68%).

Fig. 28 Jan Jonker taking observations
with the reconstruction during the first
field test.

On October 13th, 2009 three experienced
navigators (Nico Duijn, Jan Jonker and Jaap
Ypma) joined me in a field test in IJmuiden,
The Netherlands (52°27’29.2” N, 4°32’24.4”
E).They all had experience with my tests of
previous reconstructions of 17th and 18th
century navigational instruments in 2005
and 2007.80
This time we used the hoekboog (see Fig.
28) and the other shadow casting instruments; the demi-cross and the Davis quadrant. While on Terra Firma we collected
data during a one hour-period around the
meridian passage of the sun, trying to shoot
the sun’s centre. In between observations

This time the Davis quadrant was on average the most accurate, but from the graph
and standard deviations it shows that despite that it is the least reliable of the three.
The demi-cross performed about as expected from the previous test with deviations
mainly caused by the 2.5mm wide aperture
of the sight vane. The hoekboog however
showed quite odd behaviour.
Although by far the most stable instrument with only one outlier at the meridian
passage the hoekboog slowly but clearly
moved away from the theoretical sun. This
can be explained by the shape of the horizon vane. Being open at the bottom, the
observer tends to keep the horizon vane
just a little above the horizon in order to
see it. Ideally the horizon vane should ‘sit’
exactly on the horizon, but as soon as this
is accomplished the observer will not be
able to distinguish the latter (see Fig. 30,
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2). Building up fatigue by stretching one
arm out to hold the instrument, caused the
observer to raise the instrument to make
observing more comfortable. Having rested
during the 15 minute overcast period the
observations were spot-on again afterwards. This problem was overcome by the
design of the demi-cross where the horizon
had to be centred within the opening (see
Fig. 30, 3).
The Davis quadrant has a similar shaped
horizon vane as the hoekboog (see Fig.
30, 1) – which also has to rest on the horizon – and in fact the same process can
be seen during the first 25 minutes of the
observations. Here too the instrument gets
lifted over time.The larger deviations in the
data and the jump after these 25 minutes
are caused by the principal difference with
the hoekboog; the way the shadow is cast.
As explained previously and similar to the
demi-cross, when using a hoekboog one
casts a shadow between two lines (see Fig.
30, 2 & 3), while with a Davis quadrant the
shadow is aligned with one line only, on a
surface with less contrast (see Fig. 30, 1).81
This latter method makes it difficult for the
observer to properly align the shadow, an error source already recognized by Dechales
in 1677.82 The human interpretation of the
penumbra is such that one tends to raise
the shadow too much, increasing the altitude observed even more. Obviously during the field test the observer decided he
had his shadow too high and subsequently
lowered it by more than 10 arc minutes,
but finally it went up once again. With the
former method used on the hoekboog the
shadow can easily be centred between the
two lines, but one tends to raise the hori29

Fig. 31 Results of the field test of October 14th, 2009.
12 and sometimes 15 Minutes, and which
of them was nearest the Truth, could not
easily unless from a better Instrument
be determined.”.83 The better instrument
then of course being the recently invented
octant.

Fig. 30 Different types of shadow casting.
zon vane due to its shape.
With this in mind I decided to go back the
next day and take some more observations.
This time I was joined by my relative Nic
Hollenberg who took notes and pictures.
Being less clouded than the day before and
the only observer to take notes, we managed
to take 51 observations during a period of
just over one hour. Keeping the horizon
vane on the horizon indeed proved again
to be a challenge, despite realizing that one
would tend to raise the instrument.
This time the average error was found to
be +2.8 arc minutes with a 1.9 arc minutes
standard deviation (1 68%). Again the instrument shows very consistent data thanks
to its Hariot type of shadow casting.
Whether all of this was known in the 17th
century is uncertain.That it was realized for
the Davis quadrant by the mid-18th century
is apparent as around that time W. Maitland
wrote that he found “...that most People by
it expects to arrive at a Degree of Accuracy, altogether inconsistent with the Nature
and Construction of this Instrument...”
and that observations could “...differ 10,
30

That newly constructed instruments were
tested and compared with contemporary
instruments in the 17th century is known
from the spiegelboog (‘mirror-staff’). On
29 July and 28 September 1661 Joost van
Breen tested this earliest reflecting navigational instrument and compared it (on the
second date) with a cross-staff and a Davis
quadrant.84 Here again the Davis quadrant
produced the largest deviation, but the differences were not explained nor analysed.
From our tests it became apparent that the
hoekboog and Davis quadrant were similarly easy to use, easier than the twice as
big demi-cross.

Conclusion
The hoekboog was a Dutch development
based on ideas from Thomas Hariot and
John Davis. The method of shadow casting
first described by Hariot and applied to the
hoekboog and the demi-cross made them
serious competitors to the Davis quadrant.
When in good condition the hoekboog performs significantly better than any other
period instrument (at least on Terra Firma).
That the Davis quadrant became a more
popular instrument was probably due to the
fact that it was easier to handle (in respect
to the demi-cross) and less susceptible to
warping and bending. In addition to that,
thanks to its diagonal scale, Davis quadrants
appeared to be the more accurate instruments even though this was not fulfilled in
practise.The hoekboog developed over the
decades but was eventually replaced by the

Davis quadrant by second half of the 17th
century while still being referred to as a
hoekboog (or haspelboog alternatively).
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edition from 1623, which was kindly compared for me by J.C. Bedaux, committee
member of Stichting Librije Walburgskerk
Zutphen (he also supplied me with a digital copy of it).
13. C.Jsz. Lastman, Beschrijvinge van de
Kunst der Stuer-Luyden: / Daer in / Door
seekere Grondt-Regulen getoont wordt
/ Hoe dieselve Kunst nae’t behooren
ghebruyckt ... Door / Cornelis Jansz Lastman, van Vlielandt, / Eertijts ter Zee ghevaren..., (Amsterdam, 1634), pp. 150-156.
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Bierens de Haan, Bibliographie Néerlandaise historique-scientifique (1883), Klaas
Hoogendoorn (Heerlen) made an inventory
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From Hoogendoorn’s – yet unpublished –
research it became apparent that Lastman’s
Kunst der Stuer-Luyden did indeed first appear in 1634 and that the only known surviving copy resides in the collection of the
Royal Library of Stockholm, Sweden (Call
Sign 160A).
14. Several editions of this work have been
examined all showing the same text. The
1642 edition was kindly compared to the
1661 edition by Günther Oestmann at the
Library of the Bundesamt für Schiffahrt und
Hydrografie in Hamburg. The 1661 edition
was in turn compared by the author to the
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of Amsterdam (Call sign 607B34), while the
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Netherlands Maritime Museum in Amsterdam (Inv. Nos A2895 E534, S.0187[nr 1212],
S.4793(475) and S.0187 [nr 1214] E35a).
15. Lastman (note 13), Kunst der Stuer-Luyden (1634), p. 150.
16. A. de Graaf, De Kleene Schatkamer: Het
II Boek van de Wiskonstige Oeffening,
(Amsterdam, 1688), p. 112. This second
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Schatkamer: Het I Boek van de Konst
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p. 403.
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19. C. Koeman, Atlantes Neerlandici, Volume IV: Celestial and maritime atlases
and pilot books, (Amsterdam, 1970), p. 402.
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in 1662 (Rotterdam Maritime Museum call
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a source, the section dealing with navigational instruments does not show the hoekboog but the demi-cross instead. (also see
note 1, Goos’ 1662 work is not listed in the
demi-cross article as I was not aware of that
work at the time the article was finished).
20. W.J. Blaeu, See-spiegel, (Amsterdam,
1652), p. 33, Rotterdam Maritime Museum
call sign WAE117.
21. W.J. Blaeu, The Sea Mirrour, (Amsterdam, 1625), p. 30, Netherlands Maritime
Museum in Amsterdam, inv.no. A.0120.
22. Lastman (note 13), Kunst der Stuer32

Luyden (1634), p. 150.

34. Ibid.

23. C.J. Vooght, De Zeemans Weghwyser,
(Amsterdam, 1706), p. 330, Netherlands
Maritime Museum in Amsterdam, inv. no.
S.4793(788) [no. 0001].The Davis quadrant
would also become known as the Haspelboog or the English quadrant.

35. Idem, p. 48.
36. Idem, p. 49.
37. Ibid.

24. Lastman (note 13), Kunst der Stuer-Luyden (1634), p. 154.

38. This artefact is registered under inventory number BZN-8-202 and not been published before. It was shown to the author
on one of his visits to the NISA.

25. J. Colom, Upright and Fyrie Columne,
(Amsterdam, 1648), chapter ‘The usance
of the Astrolabium and Degree-bow’ of ‘A
breefe instruction in the Art of Navigation’,
Rotterdam Maritime Museum call sign Atlas17.

39. For the following see: Aston University
Sub-Aqua Club, The Wreck of the ‘Kennemerland’: exploration and discovery / by
the Aston University Sub-Aqua Club, (Birmingham, 1974), p. 4. The dates in this article are all Gregorian.

26. J. Colom, De Groote Lichtende ofte Vijerige Colum, (Amsterdam, 1661), chapter
‘XXIIII Hooftstuck, ‘t Gebruyck des Astrolabiums en Graedt-booghs’. Netherlands
Maritime Museum, Amsterdam, inv.no.
B.0032(151).

40. Aston University Sub-Aqua Club, The
Wreck of the ‘Kennemerland’, p. 10.

27. Pietersz. (note 18), Stuermans Schoole
(1659), p. 135.
28. Graaf (note 16), De Kleene Schatkamer
(1688), pp. 111-113.
29. D.W. Waters, The Art of Navigationin
England in Elizabethan and Early Stuart
Times, (London, 1958), plate LXXI. C.H. Cotter, A History of the Navigator’s Sextant,
(Glasgow, 1983), pp. 89-94. C.A. Davids,
Zeewezen en Wetenschap, De Wetenschap
en de Ontwikkeling van de Navigatietechniek in Nederland tussen 1585 en 1815,
(Amsterdam/Dieren, 1985), passim. W.F.J.
Mörzer Bruyns, Konst der Stuurlieden, Stuurmanskunst en Maritieme Cartografie
in Acht Portretten, 1540 – 2000, (Zutphen,
2001), pp. 23-24.W.F.J. Mörzer Bruyns, Schip
recht door Zee, De octant in de Republiek
in de achttiende eeuw, (Amsterdam, 2003),
pp. 10-11.
30. As discussed before the term hoekboog
was used for the double triangular instrument and for the English Davis quadrant.
The table only refers to works that with
certainty relate to the double triangular
hoekboog.
31. With many thanks to Paolo Brenni for
translating the section concerning the instrument for me.
32. C.A. Davids, ‘On the Diffusion of Nautical Knowledge from the Netherlands to
North-Eastern Europe, 1550-1850’, W.G.
Heeres et. al., eds, From Dunkirk to Danzig, Shipping and Trade in the North Sea
and the Baltic 1350-1850, (Hilversum,
1988), pp. 224, 225.
33. A. Vos, ‘Waddenzee: maritieme archeologie’, W. Blazer & J. Roefstra, eds, Archeologische kroniek van Holland over 2002, I
Noord-Holland, Holland, 35 (2003), p. 51.

41. Aston University Sub-Aqua Club, The
Wreck of the ‘Kennemerland’, p. 18.
42. R. Price, Marine Archaeological Work
in “Out Skerries”, Shetland, (Cheshire,
1974), p. 1, R. Price & K. Muckelroy, ‘The
Kennemerland’, The Journal of Nautical
Archaeology, 6-3 (1974), pp. 210-211.
43. This artefact is registered under inventory number; 74-K-50.
44. The piece contains 8 inches which on
average measure 25.6mm with a 0.5mm
standard deviation (1, 68%).
45. Please note that Fig. 8 shows the main
beam from behind and in order to compare
it to the drawings in this article it should
be mirrored.
46. Price & Muckelroy (note 42), ‘The Kennemerland’, p. 210.
47. Hilster (note 1),‘The Demi-cross’, p.36.
48.The first time, in November 2005, the curator of the Shetland Museum and Archives,
Tommy Watt, took the pictures for me. The
second time, in September next year, the
author took the pictures with his own camera as from the 2005 session appeared that
the radius of the chord was close to the focussing distance, which possibly could result in a non existing curvature of the data.
The second session confirmed the findings
of the first.
49. It may be expected that the dots for the
intermediate 15 arc minute marks were
marked at sight instead of being set out.
50. The instrument concerns cross-staff no.
20 in Mörzer Bruyns, The Cross-Staff, p. 55.
The standard deviation is the average for all
four sides, calculated for the whole degrees
marks over the range of the scales that had
15 and 10 arc minute divisions. In increasing order of side number the four standard
deviations (and span in zenith distance
over which they are calculated) were 3.99
(90°-46°), 2.62 (70°-32°), 1.84 (45°-15°) and
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1.52 (20°-10°) arc minutes.
51. Graaf (note 16), De Kleene Schatkamer
(1688), pp. 111-112.
52. The angle at which the two are connected was taken into account in this calculation.
53. Mörzer Bruyns (note 50), The CrossStaff, p. 35.
54. Hilster (note 7), ‘The Spiegelboog (Mirror-staff)’, p. 10.
55. Mörzer Bruyns (note 50), The CrossStaff, p. 40.
56. Hilster (note 7), ‘The Spiegelboog (Mirror-staff)...’, p. 9.
57. Price & Muckelroy (note 42), ‘The Kennemerland’, p. 212.
58. Mörzer Bruyns(note 50), The Cross-Staff,
pp. 37-38.
59. C.J. Boombaar, ‘Onderwijs Der Zeevaert
ofte de Konst der stuurluijden Int Jaer
1727’, (1727-1732), f61r. Netherlands Maritime Museum, Amsterdam, inv. no. S.1386
(E-0341).
60. Vooght (note 23), De Zeemans Weghwyser, (1706), p. 330. Also see http://www.
maritiemdigitaal.nl search term ‘boombaar’,
last accessed 24 July 2009.
61. In Dutch he wrote: “... en HI een
staender tot & stijvinghe des Boogs of ook
den hant aen te houden.” (… and ‘HI a
stand to stiffen the quadrant or also to keep
in the hand.’).
62. Hilster (note 1), ‘The Demi-cross...’, pp.
34,36.
63. Idem, p. 35.
64. Ibid.
65. Blaeu (note 21), The Sea Mirrour, p. 30.
66. See note 1.
67. T. Hariot, ‘The Doctrine of Nauticall
Triangles Compendious’, (1594), p. 31. Petworth House Archives inv.no. HMC 241/6b.
68. Mörzer Bruyns (note 50), The CrossStaff, p. 40.
69. Blaeu (note 21), The Sea Mirrour, p. 30.
70. Hilster (note 1),‘The Demi-cross’, p. 35.
71. Skokloster Slott inv. no. 10590. Also see
entry No. 8 in the inventory table in: A. Losman, I. Sigurdsson, Äldres vetenskapliga instrument på Skokloster, No. 10 (1975), p.
99. With thanks to B. Kylsberg and I. Olovsson for allowing me to study the instruments in their collection.
72. Blaeu (note 21), The Sea Mirrour, p. 30.
73. Lastman (note 13), Kunst der StuerLuyden, (1661), p. 84. In Dutch he wrote:

“De bovenste driehoeck wordt ordinaris
van thien tot 10 graden verdeelt / en de
onderste verdeeltmen gemeynlyck in een
vierdendeel van een graed : welcke getallen op de bovenste driehoeck van boven
neder / ende op de onderste driehoeck
van beneden opwaerts getelt worden.”.
74. Graaf (note 16), De Kleene Schatkamer (1688), p.112. In Dutch he wrote with
reference to Fig. 6: “Willende 0 graden
geteekent hebben in G, en ook in C, gelijk
men gemeenlijk doet...”.
75. Ibid. In Dutch he wrote with reference
to Fig. 6: “BC Verdeelt men [...] in graden
en in vierde/ of in seste parten...”.
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